The Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence is pleased to present the 2008 Fall Symposium Series, to be held Friday through Sunday, November 7-9. The titles of the seven symposia are as follows:

- **Adaptive Agents in Cultural Contexts**
  Alex Davis (Stottler Henke), Jeremy Ludwig (Stottler Henke) (aacc08@easychair.org)

- **AI in Eldercare: New Solutions to Old Problems**
  Marge Skubic (University of Missouri) (skubicm@missouri.edu)

- **Automated Scientific Discovery**
  Andrew Shilliday and Selmer Bringsjord (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) (shilla@rpi.edu, selmer@rpi.edu)

- **Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures**
  Alexei Samsonovich (George Mason University) (samsonovich@cox.net)

- **Education Informatics: Steps Toward the International Internet Classroom**
  Paul Cohen (USC Information Sciences Institute) (cohen@isi.edu), Carole Beal (K12@USC, USC Information Sciences Institute), Niall Adams (Imperial College London)

- **Multimedia Information Extraction**
  Mark Maybury (MITRE), Sharon Walter (AFRL) (maybury@mitre.org, Sharon.Walter@rl.af.mil)

- **Naturally Inspired AI**
  Jacob Beal (MIT CSAIL), Paul Bello (Office of Naval Research), Nick Cassimatis (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Michael Coen (University of Wisconsin), Patrick Winston (MIT CSAIL) (natural-intelligence@csail.mit.edu)

Symposia will be limited to 40–60 participants each. Participation will be open to active participants as well as a limited number of interested individuals on a first-come, first-served basis. Registration information will be available on the AAAI web site in July 2008. For full descriptions and submission instructions, please see www.aaai.org/fss08.php or contact AAAI at the address below.

**Submission Requirements**

Interested individuals should submit a paper or abstract by the deadline listed below. Please mail your submissions directly to the chair of the individual symposium according to their directions. Do not mail submissions to AAAI.

**Important Deadlines**

- May 15, 2008: Submission due to organizers
- June 6, 2008: Notifications of acceptance sent by organizers
- September 12, 2008: Accepted camera-ready copy due to AAAI

445 Burgess Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025  
650-328-3123  
650-321-4457 (fax)  
fs08@aaai.org  
www.aaai.org/Symposia/Fall/fs08.php